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The last words
of the apostle paul

Letters are intended to be read in one sitting. This is transparently how Paul
expected his letters to be heard (Col. 4:16; 1 Thess. 5:27). Preaching through
these books section-by-section is helpful to explore the rich details but the
overall impact may be lost if we do not occasionally let people hear them in
their entirety.
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You have the opportunity to invite The Backyard Bard to present
the epistles as they were meant to be heard.
Robert Turnbull’s presentation of 2 Timothy is the first Epistle in our repertoire.
He debuted this presentation at the 2010 National Training Event for 1500
university students before D. A. Carson’s exposition of the first chapter. By all
accounts, it was a deeply moving experience which greatly helped the hearers
grasp the message of the book even before the sermon series began.
This performance can be viewed on our website:

www.theBackyardBard.com/Timothy

Twitter Responses

The presentation costs $220 to host and takes less than twenty
minutes. Robert also has a brief talk that can accompany the
storytelling which makes it an excellent choice for the sermon
slot for just about any occasion. It is perfect as an introduction to
a sermon series on the book or as a conclusion to a study on the
life of Paul or in any context where Paul’s stirring words must be
heard again.
Contact us today to discuss how this
presentation can best be brought to
your community.

Rob Turnbull
0422 544 511
rob@theBackyardBard.com

Just heard all of 2 Timothy recited
with passion and expression awesome! #NTE10
mattbowers1

coolest bible “reading”ever #nte10
OFTHENDLESS

Rob Turnbull aka #theBackyardBard
just recited all of 2 Timothy at#NTE10
Love biblical storytelling!
DianeCodyLovell

Second Timothy will also feature in
a 2011 Backyard Bard production
consisting of four of Paul’s Epistles.
Ask today for more information.

